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Real-Time Detection of Volcanic Eruptions Using AI Image Analysis Technology

Full-Scale Operation of AI Volcanic Ash Detection System for Aviation Market Begins
Recognition of volcanic smoke through satellite imagery immediately following volcanic eruption
Weathernews Inc. has commenced operation of an "AI volcanic ash detection system" that detects
volcanic eruptions using proprietary AI image analysis technology. This system is the first in the world that
uses satellite imagery to detect eruptions and track volcanic ash cloud movements in real-time using AI. By
introducing it into the volcanic ash diffusion prediction methods employed by the Weathernews Terrestrial
Center for airlines, it will be possible to detect small-scale eruptions that were previously difficult to detect.
Weathernews Inc. will contribute further to the safety of the aviation industry by providing real-time
eruption information to airlines operating near volcanoes.

World's First AI Technology to Automatically Recognize Volcanic Ash Clouds
Many experts, including the Terrestrial Center in our company, are currently using satellite imagery to detect
and monitor volcanic ash clouds from active volcanoes around the world. However, in the case of small-scale
eruptions, volcanic ash clouds are often overshadowed by clouds from the viewpoint of satellites, and it does not
erupt frequently, making it difficult to notice eruptions in areas that are not monitored. For this reason, our
company has developed an AI volcanic ash detection system that uses its own AI image analysis technology to
recognize images of volcanic eruptions and volcanic ash clouds. This system has been put into full operation at
our Terrestrial Center. This system is the first in the world to be capable of real-time image recognition of volcanic
ash clouds from gaps in clouds using AI, using satellite images that overlook the entire earth. AI image analysis
technology uses modeling to distinguish subtle differences between clouds and volcanic ash clouds, such as shape
and texture. By using this system, even small eruptions that were previously difficult to detect can be detected
more quickly and accurately from between clouds, and volcanic ash diffusion can be predicted more quickly.
In the future, we will further evaluate and improve the accuracy of smoke detection in small to large-scale
eruptions. In addition to satellite images, the system will also detect images from our company's own live cameras
installed near the volcano, and will also provide predictions on the spread of volcanic smoke in real time.

Himawari-8 infrared imagery taken at 6:10 (JST) on April 5, 2021 shows the volcanic ash cloud from DUKONO in the northern part of Armahera
Island, Indonesia. Volcanic ash plume cannot be observed in the infrared satellite image (left). AI volcanic ash detection system captures
volcanic ash cloud (right). Information from the Volcanic Ash Information Center VAAC Darwin also indicated that there was an eruption of
volcanic ash.

ACOS service monitors volcanoes around the world and helps aircraft operate safely
Smoke from volcanic eruptions can endanger aircraft flight, causing poor visibility and damage to aircraft and
engines. In 2010, Iceland's Eyjafjallajokull glacier erupted, forcing the closure of airports in about 30 countries
and forcing the cancellation of many flights.

Taking this opportunity, our company has started to provide its own volcanic ash detection and diffusion
prediction service (ACOS) for the aviation market. This service is a unique service of our company that monitors
volcanoes all over the world and quickly provides its own diffusion prediction when an eruption occurs. They are
quick to announce where the volcano erupted, how the volcanic ash cloud flows, its scale and the arrival time.
Currently, it is offered mainly to airlines operating in Japan and Southeast Asia where there are many active
volcanoes.
Airlines make their flight decisions based on information released by public agencies, but this service can also
be used as reference information, and it will be possible to consider measures such as changing flight plans and
notifying aircraft on the route more quickly.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Weathernews Inc. (Head Office: Chiba-shi, Chiba Prefecture; CEO: Chihito Kusabiraki) was founded in 1986
and is one of the largest weather information companies in the world. We started as a service supporting safe
maritime operations aimed at shipping companies, and we now provide weather information services 24 hours a
day, 365 days a year to clients across 44 different markets in a total of 50 countries around the world. With our
guiding motto of “wanting to help people in times of crisis,” we continue to take on new challenges with an
innovative approach, such as developing our own original radar to pick up torrential rainstorms and sudden strong
winds, launching weather satellites to capture views of sea ice in the Arctic Ocean, and making use of AI
technology to achieve high-accuracy weather predictions.

